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From: Steve Bridge
To: Amber Thompson; Bill Buelow
Cc: Steve Bridge
Subject: Public Request for Information and submittal of Public Communications to Upcoming December Board meeting
Date: Saturday, December 3, 2022 11:05:24 AM


Caution! This message was sent from outside your organization.


Dear SYRWCD Board 


I am requesting that the SYRWCD perform a review of the Imersys corporation water wells and
the Mine operations water wells located just outside the south eastern border of Lompoc. 


The last survey of wells that was provided by SYRWCD did not contain the appropriate
monitoring information on these entities.  This leads to a presumption of inadequate
monitoring of these elements.  Also since no monitoring is occurring one is left to wonder how
the fee structure is enforced regarding these organizations.


There is the strong probability that these two organizations are withdrawing significant
amounts of water from unmonitored wells.   Some estimates are on the order of multiple acre
feet of water per year.  These aquifers are direct feeders to the Western Management Area
Groundwater aquifers and as such are of importance to water management. 


I was previously directed by SYRWCD to the state WSA organization for this information and
they redirected me back to your organization and specifically Mr. William  Buelow as the
designated responsible party.


In addition, this is a public request for information that you have on each of the above
referenced organizations as it relates to the monitoring of wells, the amount of water
withdrawn, and the fees those organizations pay to SYRWDC. This should include both written
and email records as well as any minutes of meetings held with or about these organizations.


Electronic delivery of this information is acceptable.


I understand that this request may create a significant amount of work and should you wish to
meet to discuss this request I will make myself available to determine if it could be focused to
reduce required effort to provide.


Thank you in advance for your attention on this matter.


Sincerely,  


Steve Bridge
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